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Instruction to Candidates:
l) Section- A is Compulsory consisting of ten questions carrying two marks

each. .
2) Section-B contains five questions carrying five marks ear:h and students

have to attempt any four questions.
3) Section-C contains three questions carrying ten marks elch and students

have to attempt any Two questions.
Section-A

QD Qox2=20)

a) I{ow can views be used in irnplementing security of data in databascs?

b) What are the weaknesses of SQL?

c) If Rl is a relation with 5 rows and R2 is a relaiion with 3 rorvs, horv many rows u,ill the

Cartesian product ofRl and R2 have?

d) What does COTINT function do in SQL?

e) What are problems with traditional file processing system ?

f) Should a rcal world object be modeled as an entity or as an attribute?

g) What do you mean by association rule mining?

h) Differentiate bewveen First Normal form and Second Normal form

i) ExplainOLAP inbrief.

j) Write in brief about relational DBMS.

Section - B

(4x5=20)

Q2) o) What is 5NF? How is it related to JOIN dependency? Explain with the help of an
examnle.
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fl How does the checkpoint atfect system performance r.vhen no failure occurs?

83) Discuss the cost components for a cost function that is used ro esrimate qllery execution
cost.

84) nl Horv precedence graph can be used to detect deacllock?

&J Differentiate between SQL commands DROP TABLE antt DRCI, VIE\\/.

85) a/ Draw and explain the three level architccture of the database sysrem.
0l \fhy Data conrrol Language (DCL) is used? Explain.

86) Assume that the railway reservation system is implemented using an I{.DMS, What are
the concunency control measure one has to take, in orcler tr: avortl concrrrrency related
problerns in the above system? How can the cleadlock be avoided in this system?

Section - C

(2xt0=20)

Q7) what do you understand by distributed darabases? Give the various advantages and

Disadvantages of distributed databas€ management system.

88) a) How does the checkpoint affect system performance when n. failurc occurs?

b) what is relational completeness? lfa query ranguage is relarionally comprete, can
you write any desired query in that tanguage?

Q9) a) How data mining system can be integrated with data warehouse syslem?

h) what is the difference between procedurar DML and Non-procedural DML?
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